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Waltzing the Wilarra was first produced by Yirra Yaakin Theatre 
Company at Subiaco Arts Centre, Perth, on 5 February 2011 with the 
following cast:

OLD TOSS Ernie Dingo 
YOUNG HARRY Jessica Clarke
MR MACK Kelton Pell
MRS CRAY Irma Woods 
ELSA Ursula Yovich
CHARLIE Trevor Jamieson
JACK Tim Solly 
FAY Alexandra Jones
ATHENA Jessica Clarke

Director, Wesley Enoch
Music Director, Wayne Freer
Dramaturg, Sally Richardson
Set Designer, Jacob Nash
Costume Designer, Isaac Lummis
Lighting Designer, Trent Suidgeest
Sound Designer, Kingsley Reeve
Choreographer, Claudia Alessi
Musicians, Ric Eastman, Wayne Freer, David Milroy, Lucky Oceans, 

Bob Patient



CHARACTERS

OLD TOSS / SANDY BARR / DETECTIVE
Old Toss is a self-appointed elderly Aboriginal statesman and the 
purveyor of tainted wisdom to his sidekick Young Harry. He is 
adept in colloquialisms that are usually a few crumbs short of a 
biscuit.

MR MACK
Mr Mack is the Aboriginal Master of ceremonies at the club. He 
demands respect from the patrons and keeps an eye out for any 
troublemakers. He fancies himself as a bit of a comedian and a 
singer.

CHARLIE RUNAWAY / OLD CHARLIE
Charlie is one of the main Aboriginal performers at the club 
and quite the eligible young bachelor. He takes pride in his 
appearance and makes the most of his second-hand clothes.

MRS CRAY / SPIRIT MRS CRAY
Mrs Cray is an Aboriginal nanny and housemaid by day and club 
organiser by night. The club is the bright light in Mrs Cray’s 
ordinary life.

ELSA / OLD ELSA
Elsa is Mrs Cray’s daughter and the headline act at the club. 
Her clothes are often made of curtains but she holds her own in 
anything she wears.

JACK / SPIRIT JACK
Jack is a white returned soldier. He is married to Elsa and suffers 
from post-traumatic stress.

FAY GRIVER / OLD FAY
Fay is a young white woman from a well-to-do family. Mrs Cray 
is her Nanny.

ATHENA / YOUNG HARRY / LEVINIA TEMPLETON
Athena is the granddaughter of Fay and has an interest in 
contemporary political movements and has taken on the 
reconciliation mantle.

This book went to press before the end of rehearsals, and may differ 
from the play as performed.



ACT ONE

Lighting effects of water, stars and the Wilarra moon overhead.
OLD CHARLIE stands centre stage.
Musical underscore: ‘Waltzing the Wilarra’.

OLD CHARLIE: I stood with my mother, beneath the paperbarks, at the 
edge of the Marble Bar pool. The night was so still, the stars floated 
on the water. She told me, ‘Walk up to your chest and don’t make 
any noise’. I could hear voices echoing along the edge of the pool. 
I looked across the water and the stars and the Wilarra moon shone 
so brightly, I couldn’t tell where the night sky ended and the pool 
begun. I was standing in the universe… in the womb… of my new 
mother.

Old-style red curtains are drawn across the stage in front of OLD 
CHARLIE.
A marching band enters.
Two vaudeville tramps dance behind the band.
The band exits behind the curtain.
YOUNG HARRY goes to follow but is stopped by OLD TOSS.

OLD TOSS: Hold your corsets, Young Harry!
YOUNG HARRY: Fair whip of the crack, Old Toss! What’s the go?
OLD TOSS: It’s after six o’clock!
YOUNG HARRY: That’s nothing to gum ya flaps about!
OLD TOSS: When the hands are lined up, I can’t cross the Caucasian Chalk 

Circle. So cop that, Young Harry!
YOUNG HARRY: The Caucasian Chalk Circle?
OLD TOSS: And unless I’m mistaken I sees no Cork or Asian in me.
YOUNG HARRY: Who’s responsible for this travellers’ tea, Old Toss?!
OLD TOSS: The Royal Order of the Boot!
YOUNG HARRY: The Royal Order of the Boot?

YOUNG HARRY stands to attention and blows a fanfare on a toy 
trumpet. OLD TOSS pulls out a scroll.
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OLD TOSS: [reading] ‘Therefore, thereby and thus far, the city of Perth 
has been declared a prohibited area under Section Thirty-Nine of the 
Aborigines Act of 1905.’ So cop that, Young Harry!

YOUNG HARRY: Sez who, Old Toss?
OLD TOSS: Why, Mr Neville of course!
YOUNG HARRY: Well, flog me chops! Who’s he?
OLD TOSS: The King made him Protector of Aborigines from white 

people, and white people from Aborigines! We all need protecting 
around here, Young Harry.

YOUNG HARRY: God save the King!
YOUNG HARRY blows a fanfare.

OLD TOSS: [reading] ‘By the Royal Order of the Boot, therefore, thereby 
and thus far, Aborigines found loitering, littering, laughing, leaping 
or lolly-popping will be accosted and arrested if they cannot explain 
their presence in the city.’

YOUNG HARRY: Flatten me feet and call me a duck!
OLD TOSS: Quack! Quack! Young Harry! I has to be out of the city by 

six o’clock and look out if I get caught.
YOUNG HARRY: Don’t worry, Old Toss. I’m white so you can be my 

black shadow.
OLD TOSS: Fair suck of the old sovereign, Young Harry! You can’t mix 

black and white.
YOUNG HARRY: Hmmm! Sounds like a bit of a grey area to me.
OLD TOSS: We’d be arrested for consorting!
YOUNG HARRY: By my gummy mud boots! We’s can’t go courting if 

there’s no resorting to consorting.
OLD TOSS: Cop this, Young Harry. There’s one place we can go.
YOUNG HARRY: Spill the baked beans on me, Old Toss?

The band’s big drum can be heard from offstage.
OLD TOSS: Can you hear that, Young Harry?
YOUNG HARRY: It’s rattling the bales off me wickets!
OLD TOSS: You in for a squiz, Young Harry?
YOUNG HARRY: If you’re in for a penny, I’m in for a throo-pence!

The curtain opens to reveal the club. There are a few chairs and 
a table with an urn for tea and biscuits. Centre stage is the band.

OLD TOSS: People pour into city from country towns and camps along the 
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railway. They get here any way they can. On the top of wheat trains, 
on the back of trucks, even on the back of someone else’s back.

YOUNG HARRY: I detect a glimmer in ya Zimmer, Old Toss!
OLD TOSS: Luna azure! Young Harry! The proverbial blue moon, and 

once in a blue moon we’s gets to have some fun!
MR MACK moves to the microphone and sings.

‘LITTLE BIRDY’
MR MACK: [sung]

Choo! Choo! Sugar, I have to confess,
There’s a bird on my shoulder that’s building a nest.
Perch, little birdie, on top of my head,
Singing in the morning till I get out of bed.
But when the night-time comes,
Me and little birdie like to have a little fun.

CHORUS:
The stage is set for a party tonight,
The stage is set for a party tonight,
The stage is set for a party tonight,
Look to the left,
Look to the right,
The stage is set for a party tonight.

MR MACK:
Little birdy doing what a birdy gotta do,
Djitty djitty wagging all his tail feathers too,
Wardung in the corner as the coolbardi sings,
Every birdy dancing and a shaking their wings.

Repeat chorus.
Welcome! Welcome and welcome! We have a fine line-up of—

MRS CRAY enters.
MRS CRAY: Excuse me, Mr Mack!
MR MACK: Yes, Mrs Cray.
MRS CRAY: I’m not happy!
MR MACK: And why not?
MRS CRAY: The girls can’t tell who the single mans are?
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MR MACK: Well, that’s easy. They’re the ones that are still smiling!
[Sung] Every little birdie needs another birdie too,
One little birdie in a nest won’t do,
Two little birdies dancin’ on the wall,
Little birdies jigger bugging, havin’ a ball.
And when that night-time comes,
Me and little birdie like to have a little fun.

Repeat chorus.
The song ends.
Patrons clap and whistle.

Thank you! Thank you! And thank you! Tonight we have a fine line-
up of performers accompanied by none other than Mr Wallace and the 
Fabulous Swing Quartet.

Drum roll.
Patrons clap and whistle.

MRS CRAY: We ask for a small donation to cover the cost of tea and 
biscuits, and for the enjoyment of others, please conduct yourself in 
a sober and orderly manner.

MR MACK: That means no getting pissed or fighting! And now, ladies and 
gentlemans, how about a big hand for Charlie Runaway and… the 
singer you’ve all come to see… Elsa Hammond!

Musical intro: ‘I’ve Got Eyes’
ELSA and CHARLIE sing.

‘I’VE GOT EYES’
ELSA & CHARLIE: [sung]

I’ve got eyes for someone,
I’ve got eyes for no-one,
Except the man with the spurs,
Buckle, hat and curls,
A cowgirl in love,
I’ve got a coat and a flash hat,
This country girl don’t care about that,
I want the man with the spurs,




